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Summary.  - -  A classical theory of the electron, proposed by one of us 
several years ago and based on finite-difference equations, is discussed by 
considering the three possible following cases : radiating electron, absorbing 
electron and nonradiating, nonabsorbing electron. In part icular the 
so-called trasmission laws necessary to determine, in conjunction with 
the dynamical equations, the motion of a charged particle corresponding 
to given init ial values of position and velocity are critically reconsidered. 
The general characteristics of the one-dimensional motion in the non- 
relativistic approximation are discussed in detail. I t  is found that in 
the case of the radiating electron the particle position tends asimptotical ly 
to the point of stable equilibrium. The present heory is, therefore, free 
from the unphysical phenomenon of runaway solutions. These general 
results are i l lustrated by studying the motion of a particle under the 
action of a restoring elastic force and under the action of purely time- 
dependent forces. 
1. - In t roduct ion .  
A series of recent  papers  (1-6) is wi tness  to  the  cont inued in terest  that  the  
classical  theory  of charged par t i c les  arises even af ter  the  br i l l i ant  success of 
quaatum e leet rodynamics .  Many  reasons for th is  s tate  of affairs can be found 
(1) C. T]~ITELBORN: Phys. Rev. D, 1, 1572 (1970). 
(~) T. C. Mo and C. H. PAPAS: Phys. l~ev. D, 4, 3566 (1971). 
(3) M. SORG: Zeits. Naturf., 29a,  1671 (1974); 31a,  644, 1133 (1976); 32a,  101, 
659 (1977). 
(4) I. P:ETZOLD and M. SORG: Zeits. ]. Phys., 283 A, 207 (1977). 
(5) H. LEVINE, E. J. MONIZ and D. H. Sm<ee: Amer. Journ. Phys., 45, 75 (1977). 
(8) G. H. GOEI)ECKE: ~Vuovo Cimento, 28B,  225 (1975). 
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in the books by Rom~LICH (7) and A~zELr~.S (s). To these reasons we add that  
it may  be easier to get a valuable insight into the consequences of some deep 
modifications of fundamenta l  physical  assumptions i  a classical rather than 
in a quantum context. The present paper deals exact ly with one such modifi- 
cation, in so far as the dynamical  equation for charged particles that  we ex- 
amine is a finite-difference rather than a differential equation. This equation, 
which was put  forward by  one of us some t ime ago, is studied here in the non- 
relativistic limit. We present several closed-form solutions for simple one- 
dimensional motions and we consider some properties of the solutions in more 
general cnses. I t  is found that  the solutions of the equation in question exhibit 
a physical ly reasonable b haviour and are free from the difficulties besett ing 
other cl~ssicul theories of charged particles. In  addition, the importance of 
the so-cMled (( transmission l~w )), i.e. of the relation between position and veloc- 
i ty in the eiementary interval of t ime typical  of the theory considered, is 
i l lustrated, and a new form of it is presented. With this modification of the 
trunsmission law it is found that  our theory goes over into the Lorentz-Dirac 
one (also when the force acting on the particle depends explicitly on the posi- 
t ion variables) as the e lementary interval  of t ime, the chronon, is made van- 
ishingly small. 
2. - The Dirac c lass ical  equat ion.  
In  his theory LORE~TZ (9) represented the electron as a small sphere con- 
tracti le in the direction of its velocity: by  calculating the reaction force using 
the Wiechert and Li~nard potentials, he derived an equation of motion that  
in the nourelativistie approximat ion reads 
dv 
mo~ ---- F÷ r .  
The coefficient m0, which has the physical meaning of a rest mass, is given by 
2 e ~ 
m° ~ 3 RV ' 
(7) F. ROI~RLICH: Classical Charged Particles (Reading, Mass., 1965). 
(s) H. A~ZELr~S: Rayonnement et dynamique du corpuscle chargd ]ortement accdlerd 
(Paris, 1966). 
(9) H. A. LOREN~Z: The Theory o] Electron (Leipzig, 1916). 
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where R is the radius of the electron at  rest, F is the external  force and 
2 e 2 d2v 
r = ~e- ~ dr-- ~- + ( )R -[- ( )R2+ ... 
is the reaction force. 
Notice that  the coefficients of the powers of R contain higher-order deriva- 
tives of v and furthermore their expression would change if one assumed a differ- 
ent model for the electron. In  any case, in the l imi t /~ = 0, corresponding to 
a point electron, only the first te rm on the r ight-hand side contributes. However,  
in this limit, me is infinite. This result is obviously absurd. Furthermore,  other 
serious difficulties are connected with the Lorentz theory (7,.). 
To avoid these difficulties DXl~C (lo), start ing from Maxwell 's equations, 
evaluated the flux of the energy-momentum vector through a small tube of 
radius e <</~ surrounding the world-line of the electron. In  this way he ob- 
tained the following exact equation: 
d~ 
where the rest muss 
1 e~l 
is the difference of two quantities, each of which becomes infinite for e--> 0 
in such a way that  mo remains finite. The terms on the r ight-hand side are 
given by  
and are the four-vectors representing the external  force and the radiat ion reac- 
tion, respectively. The Dirac (( exact ~) equation for the classical radiat ing 
electron is therefore the following: 
du~, 2 e ~ {d~uo, uc, ua d*ua~ e 
(1) me e 'ds 3 e ~d~-  -F e~ ~ / = e F~au~, 
which in the nourelativistic approximat ion becomes 
dv 2 e ~ d~v 
(2) modt 3e  a dt ~ - -F  
(1o) p. A. 3/[. DIRAC: Prec. Roy. Soc., 161A, 148 (1938). 
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with 
(v )  F=e E+~xB . 
But, also adopting equations of the type (1) or (2), we still meet many difficulties 
connected expeciMly with the fact that  their  solutions contain more than two 
arbitrary constants, since the equations involve second-order derivatives of 
the velocity. For  a detailed discussion of such difficulties we refer the reader 
to some review papers (n-la) and to the already-mentioned books (s,9). 
3. - Relat iv ist ic  f inite-dif ference equat ions.  
A way to overcome the difficulties presented by  the Dirac classical equations 
has been indicated by  one of us (la) about  twenty  years ago by proposing the 
substitut ion of eq. (1) by  the following relativistic finite-difference equation ]or 
the radiating electron: 
(3) 
{ u~,(z)ua(z) } ~ ~o u~,(~:) - -  u~,(~:-- "~o) + [u~(~) - -  u~(-c-- "~o)] = F~,,~(~:) u~(~),  
To 
that  can also be written in the equivalent form 
u~(~)u~(~) - -  m--2° u~,(~-- ~o) + ~ 
(4) "~0 uaO:-- Vo)] -~ ~ F~a(z)ua(z) . 
Here v : s/e is the proper t ime of the particle and Zo is an invariant interval 
of t ime given by  
(5) Zo = 200, 
where 
2 e 2 
(6) O0 - -  
3 mo ea 
is *he so-called ehronon. 
Let  us observe that  in the nonrelativist ic approximat ion eq. (3)reduces to 
(7) m__o Iv (0  - -  v ( t - -  n ) ]  - -  F ( r (0 ;  v (0 ;  0 • 
To 
(11) T. E~B]~R: Forts. der Phys., 9, 343 (1961). 
(12) CT. N. PL~tSS-" Rev. Mod. Phys., 93, 37 (1961). 
(18) p. CALDIROLA: S~p21. N~ovo Cimento, 3, 297 (1956). 
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This equation coincides with that  obtained by many authors (~,14-~¢) consider- 
ing an extended electron, the charge of which is distr ibuted on a spherical shell. 
Another equation already considered by one of us (~3) is the following 
(equation/or the absorbing electron): 
u~(~)u.(~:) } e 
m_yo u~(~ + ~o) - -  u~(~) + c" [u~(v + ~o) --  u~(~)] = ~ F~.(~)u.(~) (8) ~'o 
equivalent o 
(9) m_o u~,(~ + ~o) + e~ 
To 
As will be shown below, this equation may be interpreted as describing the 
motion of an ordinary particle of charge e absorbing energy from the ex- 
ternal space. 
The corresponding nonrelativistic approximation is 
0o)  m___~o [v(t + ~o)-- v(t)] = F(r(t); v(t); t) . 
To 
Finally let us recall that  for a nonradiating and nonabsorbing electron it is pos- 
sible (13) to assume a symmetrical finite-difference r lativistic equation (*) 
(1]_) oo( [ua(. + 0o) - -  ua( , - -  0o)]} = 
= -~ F~(~)u~(~),  
o 
which in the nonrelativistic approximation becomes 
(12) m---2 [v(t + 0o)- v(t--00)] --~ F(r(t); v(t); t) . 
200 
Let  us mention that  this last equation suggested to one of us the starting point 
for the introduction of the chronon in quantum mechanics writing a suitable 
finite-difference Schrbdinger equation (17). 
(14) L. PAGE: Phys. Rev., 9, 376 (1918). 
(15) D. BOI~I]~ and hi. WEINST~I~: Phys. l~ev., 74, 1789 (1948). 
(16) C. J. ELIEZE~: Prec. Camb. Phys. See., 46, 198 (1950). 
(*) This equation is slightly different from the equation proposed before (la). 
(17) p. CXLDIROLA: ~ett. Nuovo Cimento, 16, 151 (1976); 17, 461 (1976). 
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4. - In i t ia l  condit ions and the t ransmiss ion  law.  
In the general case, E~ or F depend explicitly on the positionM variables 
x~ or r. The dynamical aw (3) (and the analogous (8) and (11)), therefore, is 
not sufficient by itself to calculate u¢,(nTo), x~(nvo) (or, in the nonrelativistic 
approximation, v(n~o) and r(nvo)). A further finite-difference quation is 
necessary to close the system. To this equation we shall refer as to the trans- 
mission law. The importance of this point was already stressed in our original 
paper (13). 
Changing slightly our original assumption, we shall assume the following 
form for the transmission law associated to eq. (3) for the relativistic radiating 
electron: 
(13') x~(nTo)-- x~[(n-- 1) ~:o] = ½To{U~(nTo) Jr u~[(n-- 1)To]} • 
The reason for the choice of this particular transmission law will be discussed 
below. 
The nourelativistie approximation of (13') is given by  
(13") r(nTo)- rE(n-  1)To] = ½To{v(nTo) -~- v[(n-- 1)To]}. 
In a similar way we shall associate to eq. (8) for the absorbing electron the 
relativistic transmission law 
(14') x~[(n + 1)To]-x~(nTo) = ½To{U~[(n + 1)To] + u~(n*o)}, 
which in the nourelativistie approximation reduces to 
(14") ,'[(n + 1)To]- r(nT.) = -~ To{v[(n + 1)To] + v(nTo)}. 
Final ly we recall also that  the transmission law associated to the relativistic 
symmetrical  equation (11) for the nonradiating and nonabsorbing electron is 
assumed to have the following form: 
(15') x~[(n ÷ 1)0o]-x~[(n- 1)00] = 20oU.(nOo) , 
which in the nourelativistic approximation becomes 
(15") r[(n -~ 1)0o]-- r[(n-- 1)0o] = 20or(hOe). 
By means of the equation of motion and of the transmission law, it is now 
possible to evaluate x~(T) and u~(T) at any t ime T ~ rite. 
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The resulting motion, defined in a succession of discrete instants of t ime 
separated from each other by  the interval To, will be called macroscopical motion 
of the electron. We remark that  this motion remains unaltered if, instead of a 
constant value of u~(w) in the interval (n--1)wo<w<n~:o, we assume any 
other velocity satisfying the transmission law; in other words, we may take 
for u~(w) any function variable in the interval considered in such a way that  
its averagevalueisequal to½[u~((n- -1)wo)  ~-u~(nvo)] for the radiating elec- 
tron. Similar assumptions may be taken for the absorbing electron and for 
the neither radiating nor absorbing electron. This means in part icular  that  
the macroscopieal motion remains unaltered by  the superposition on the uniform 
motion, involved in the transmission law, of any other internal or microscopical 
motion, provided the average velocity of the latter is zero in an elementary 
interval of duration To and the conditions u(~)(nvo) ~- 0 and x(~)(n%) ~- 0 are 
satisfied. These conditions ensure that,  at any instant ~ = nT0, the effective 
position x~(v) (~'v ~ (~) -~x~ ~ j -~ x~ (~) and the effective velocity u~(~) ---- u(~(v) 
~-u(~(~) of the electron are equal to the corresponding quantities for the 
macroscopical motion only. 
In any ease, even if we are interested in the macroscopical motion only, 
the condition 
(16)  u~(w)u~(w)  ---- - -  v ~ 
is still to be considered verified for any ~ ~ nwo. 
Of particular interest seem to be the periodical internal motions (13) and the 
random internal motions (~8). We shall recall also that  all the internal motions 
are nonradiating and nonabsorbing motions. 
The solutions of eq. (3) and eq. (7) for the radiating electron (which is the 
case of direct physical interest) are easily obtained (1~) for some problems con- 
cerning motions under the action of constant (*) or of t ime-dependent forces 
(i.e. when F~p is a function of ~ only or F of t only). In these cases, given the 
initial value of the velocity, it is possible to evaluate without any ambiguity, 
by means of the equation of motion only, the values of the same quantity at 
any other instant. The successive and independent application of the transmis- 
sion law leads to the determination of the position. The results are completely 
satisfactory: in particular the strange behaviour of an electron according to the 
Dirac classical equation is no longer present. The situation is more compli- 
cated when the external forces depend explicity on the positional variables 
of the electron. In this case the possibility of evaluating the velocity and the 
(is) p. CALDIROLX: JLett. 2¢~ovo Cimento, 15 489 (1976). 
(*) See in particular the detailed iscussion of our relativistic finite-difference equation 
for the radiating electron in the case of hyperbolic motion carried out by LA~z (1~). 
(1~) L. LANZ: £Vuovo Gimento, 23, 195 (1962). 
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position is clearly related to the simultaneous solution of the equation of motion 
and of the equation expressing the transmission law. 
5. -  General properties of the rectilinear motion in the nonrelativistic 
approximation. 
In this section we wish to elucidate some general features of the dynamical 
equations (7) and (10) and the associated transmission laws (13") and (14 'r) for 
the simple eases of nourelativistic, rectilinear motion, respectively for the ra- 
diating and for the absorbing electron, under the action of forces independent 
of time. 
The dynamical equations under investigation are, therefore, 
(17) mo Iv(t) - -  v(t - -  To)] = F(x(t); v(t)) (t = nTo) 
To 
for the radiating electron, and 
(18) m---2° [v(t + To) -  v(t)] -- F(x(t), v(t)) (t = nVo) 
To 
for the absorbing electron. 
We can carry both cases at the same time by writing 
(19) 
where 
(20) 
% [v(t + To) - -  v(t)] 
To 
= ZF(x(t + To), v(t + To)) + ~F(x(t); v(t)), 
{ 2=1,  #~0 
2=0,  ,u=l  
for the radiating electron, 
for the absorbing electron. 
To eq. (19) we add the transmission law, (13") and (14"), in the generalized form 
(21) x(t ÷ To)- x(t) = To[~v(t + To) + ~v(t)]. 
Incidental ly we remark that  the original form of the transmission law given 
in our old paper (18) corresponds to ~ = 1, fl = 0, whereas eqs. (13 r~) and (14") 
are obtained from (21) by putt ing 
(2z) ~=½,  ~=~.  
l~otice that~ for eq. (19) and eq. (21) reduce to the ordinary form of l~ewtonian 
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mechanics in the limit 3o--0, it is necessary that 
(22') I+ /~=1,  a+/~=l .  
We shall consider the behaviour of the solutions of the system of equations (17) 
and (21) in a neighborhood of a point of stable equilibrium (~, 0), i.e. a point 
such that 
(23) ~(~, 0) = 0. 
Stability of equilibrium requires also the existence of a region ~o of positive 
measure containing (~, 0) as an interior point and such that 
(24) 8.E(x,~v) < 0, a_~(X,sv v) < 0 for (x, v) e ~o; 
we shall further assume these derivatives to be continuous in ~o. 
For our purpose it is expedient to consider eqs. (19) and (21) as defining a 
transformation (mapping) of the phase space (x, v) into itself: 
(25) (x', v') = T(x, v),  
according to the following law: 
(26) v' = v + -~ [~F(x', v') + ~(F(x, v)], x '= x + ~o(~V' +/~v) .  
Consider now all the points of a region ~ _c ~o, and apply the transformation (25) 
to obtain the set of points ~ '  = T~. It is well known (so) that, if the Yacobian 
j _  a(x', v') 
~(x, v) 
of the transformation T is less than 1 at all points of ~, the mapping is a 
contracting mapping having as fixed point the equilibrium point (~, 0). Under 
these circumstances all the solutions of (26) having initial conditions within 
will tend asymptotically to the equilibrium point, which is the behaviour that 
one would expect from a particle losing energy by radiation. Conversely, if 
J > 1 in ~, then the solution will move away from the equilibrium point, a 
behaviour appropriate for a particle absorbing energy. 
(s0) See, for example, I. G. MALKI~: Theory of stability of motion (United States 
AEC-tr-3352). 
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From (26) it is a simple matter  to establish tha~ 
(27) J ~-- 
1-(~o/~no)~(~o(eF/ex')  + eF/ev') " 
Let us take the region ~ small enough that  ~ '  ~ ~o. Then all the partial  deri- 
vatives appearing in (27) have the sign specified by (24). I t  is evident herefore 
that,  in order to have J ~ 1 for any force satisfying (23) and (24), it is neces- 
sary to take # ----- 0 in agreement with (20). 
The situation for absorbing particles is slightly more complicated. Consider 
a velocity- independent force first. Then, as before, in order that  J ~ 1 irre- 
spectively of the particular structure of the force, one must take ~ ---- 0, as had 
been anticipated. If the force now depends on the velocity, then eq. (26) implies 
that  the rate of energy absorption is not sufficient o overcome the dissipative 
influence of the force, unless fl~:ol~_F/Sx[> [SF/Sv[. All these characteristics 
are quite reasonable and confirm the physical interpretation of eq. (7) and 
eq. (10) given above. 
The extension of these considerations to the three-dimensional case is 
straightforward and need not be pursued here. 
A similar discussion may be performed for the symmetrical equations (12) 
and (15"). Here it is necessary to introduce the auxil iary variable u(t)-~ 
----v(t--0o) and y(t)~-x(t - -0o) .  The transformation of the space into itself 
define4 by (12) and (15") is then 
y' - -~ X ~ V ,  
v' = u + ~° F(x,  v) , 
mo 
x'-~ y ~- 7;oV . 
A straightforward computat ion leads then to 
~(y', u', x', v') 
8(y, u, x, v) 
in agreement with the physical interpretat ion of these equations. 
6. - Example:  l inear restoring force. 
The preceding" considerations can be i l lustrated with the aid of some specific 
examples. In the first place we will consider the case of the linear restoring 
force ~ ~--moco~x. Equat ion (17) becomes 
(28) ~( t ) -  v ( t -  30) = - ~o~x( t ) ,  
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which is to be solved simultaneously with eq. (13") under the initial conditions 
x(O) = %, v(O) = vo. The solution is readily found by  standard techniques to be 
(28a) x(nTo) = ~-'(Xo cos nv~ + A sinnv~), 
(28b) v(nvo) = ~-=(no cosnv q + Bs inn@),  
where the amplitude factor Q and the angle t$ are defined by  
~ 2\-~ 
(29) e= l+~-To}  , 
+ To/'1 (30) ~=tg  -1 woTo --~wo%]1 2 . ] 
and the two constants A~ B are given by  
A = ~oVo -4- [1 --  (3_ + ½o~D~ cos~]Xo 
(1 + lr9o~T~)½sint9 
__ ~°o~o--  ~°oTo)  c°sv~]Vo °)o~oXo B [1+ ~ ~ (1+  ~ ~ - -  ~ 
(1 --{- co~To~)½ sint$ 
By putt ing n : t/To, eq. (28a) can be put  in the standard form of a damped 
oscillatory motion 
x( t )=exp[ - -~t l (xocoscot+ A sineot), 
where the damping coefficient ~ and the natural  frequency ¢o are given by  (*) 
y = In 1+~¢oTo , 
1 [a~ (11 + ¼c°~½]  ~o=- - tg  -~ oVo 
To - ¼ ~ T~/J 
In  the l imit vo--~ 0 these quantit ies reduce to the well-known form given by  
the classical Lorentz theory, since 
1 
(31a) 7 ---- ~ Tow~ -4- 0(T~) = - - -  
(32a) ¢o ---~ we + 0(T~) . 
2 (~2 
~ + 0(~) 
3 m o 0 3 o 
(*) It  is obvious from these equations that the motion is truly periodic only for 
coo > 2~ 1. A change to aperiodic behaviour occurs for wo= 2v~ ~. 
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A similar l imit operation performed on the constants A and B yields the clas- 
sical values Vo + ~ Xo o and - -  O~oXo , respectively. 
I t  may  be of some interest to c nsider the solution of the more general set 
of equations (19) and (21) of all absorbing or a radiat ing electroufor the simple 
elastic force under consideration. This solution is still of the form (28), but 
the quantit ies ~and v ~ are now given by  
(32) o = + ~o~z~!  ' 
(33) vq = tg_ 1 ¢Oo3o[(X + fl)(2 +/x)  - -  ~ (~# --fl/)'~Oo3~] ½ 
I t  is clear f rom (31) that  in the case of eq. (18) (i.e. A = 0, # = 1) the ampli- 
tude of the oscil latory mot ion increases with t ime in agreement with the inter- 
pretat ion of eq. (18) as describing an absorbing, rather than a radiating, electron. 
I t  is interesting to consider the l imit 3o-+ 0 of cqs. (32) and (33) to ob- 
ta in the natura l  f requency and the damping coefficient. The result is 
r = ( -~.-  ~F,) 3o0,~ + O(3o'), 
o = [(~ +/~)(~.  + g)]%o + o(coo~) • 
Therefore, in order to recover the Lorentz result (31) for the radiat ing electron 
(1- - - -1,# ~ 0), it is necessary to set ~ = fl = ½. 
1 ~ which For  the absorbing electron(2 ----- 0,/x = 1) we require ? ~ -- ~o 03o, 
again implies ~ = fl = ½. Thus we veri fy in this part icular example what 
was said above, namely  that  the form of the transmission law (14") is the 
only one eapable of yielding the results of the Lorentz theory of the radiating 
electron in the l imit 3o-+ 0. 
For  completeness let us note here that  in this case the solution of eq. (12) 
and eq. (15"), corresponding to an electron which neither radiates nor absorbs, 
is given by  
x(nOo) = xo cos (n~) -{- C sin (n~?) 
with a similar expression for v(nTo[2). The angle ~ is given by 
0o0) o 
= arctg 
--0o(_0 o 
an4 the constant U is 4eterminaed by  imposing the initial condition on the 
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velocity. This result clearly corresponds to an oscil latory motion of fixed 
amplitude. 
Perhaps a further comment  should be added on eq. (32). I t  is clear f rom 
this expression that,  if a2 = fig, then ~ = 1 and the oscil latory motion main- 
tains a fixed amplitude. This result corresponds to a particle of fixed energy 
and, therefore, it may  appear  that  other equations might describe a nonradiating, 
nonabsorbing electron in addit ion to eq. (11) or eq. (12). In  real ity this is not 
true, as a consideration of eq. (27) readi ly shows. What  we find here is purely 
a consequence of the part icular form of the force under investigation, for which 
8F ~F 
7. - Example:  t ime-dependent  forces. 
~or the case of forces dependent on t ime, but  not on positional variables, 
one can obtain the general solution of eqs. (19), (21) subject to the initial con- 
ditions x (0 )= Xo, v(0)-= vo; the result is 
(36) To 7o (z ÷ g) Z F(~%), v(n~o) = %----[~F(o) + gF(n%)] + ~no 
(35) 
k-~--o 
The extension of these results to three-dimensional mot ion is straightforward. 
For  purposes of i l lustration we consider here two specific examples. 
In  the case of a constant force, F(n~o) --= K,  eqs. (36), (35) give 
K 
(36) v(nzo) : vo + (2. ÷ g) .-y-~o ,
mo 
(37) 1 x(~o) = Xo+ (~ + fl)%n~o + ~ (,  + g) / i :  ~gn[(~ + fl)n + (~--fl)]. 
For the case of constant acceleration the nonrelativist ic Lorentz equation 
does not differ f rom Newtou equation and we, therefore, must  require that  
eqs. (36) and (37) reduce to the law of uniformly accelerated motion for To -+ 0 
with nTo=t  fixed. Clearly this can only happen if A÷g=l ,  ~÷f l= l  
and ~- -  fl = 0. Thus we find again ~ = fl = ½, as was assumed in (14). I¢o- 
rice that  for this case we cannot discriminate between radiating (A = 1, 
g = 0) or absorbing ($-~ 0, #--~ 1) electrons, because these effects are con- 
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nected with the sign of the term containing the second derivative of the ac- 
celeration, which vanishes identically. Hence, the only requirement o be 
satisfied is A ÷ # ~- 1 with no separate conditions on A and #. 
A more interesting example is that  of an exponential t ime dependence of 
the force 
F(nTo) = A exp  [aUTo] • 
In this case eq. (34) reduces to 
V(nTo) = Vo ÷ ATo A ÷ tt exp [-- aTo] (exp [aUTo]--1) . 
m o 1 - -  exp [-- (~To] 
The expansion for small To with nvo-~-t fixed gives 
A A ÷ t t - -  #aTo (exp [at] - -  1) 
to be compared with the solution of the Lorentz equation 
(3s) v(t) = Vo + 
A exp [aT] - -1  
moa 1--½aTo 
For  the two results to coincide one must require ~ -}- /t ----1, /~ = 0 as ex- 
pected. With this choice for 2 and /t eq. (35) gives for the position 
x(n~0) --- xo ÷ (~ ÷ #)Vo~To + 
AT~ {~ exp [~To] + fl Fexp in.To]_ 1 ] _  (~ ÷ #)n} 
÷ mo (1 - -  exp [-- ~Vo]) exp [~Vo] -- 1 L 
For  this expression to be identical with the integral of eq. (38) in the small 
Vo limit, it is readily shown that one must require ~÷f l~- - l ,  ~--~½ in 
full accord with~our preceding rusults. 
8.  - Conc lus ions .  
The results presented so far justify the form of the transmission laws (13"), 
(14"), (15") which we have associated to the different equations of the electron 
deriving h'om our theory in the nonrelativistie approximation. I t seems quite 
reasonable to assume that  their immediate generalizations (13'), (14'), (15') 
give the correct form of the transmission laws in the relativistic ease. 
Therefore, as already anticipated in sect. 4, the complete fundamental  
equations of our classical theory of the electron may be written: 
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a) /or radiating electron, the equation of motion 
m-2°To { u4~:°)-u4(n-1)T°) + U~(~To)U~(nTo) } ~2 [~(nTo) - ud(n- 1)30)] = 
= e_ F.~(nTo)UO(nTo) 
e 
and the transmission law 
X~(~To)--X4(n--~)To) = ~ [~4nTo) + ~4(,~-])To)]; 
b) for absorbing electron, the equation of motion 
mOTo {~'((" + 1)%)-u~(nTo) + udnTo)U~(nTo) } c, [~;((n + 1) To) - -  ~;(-To)] = 
= e./~,~(nTo)U~(nTo) 
0 
and the transmission law 
To [~((n + ~)To) + u~(nTo)]; xd(n + 1)To)--x~(-To) = V 
e) ]or nonradiating, nonabsorbing electron, the equation of motion (0o----To/2) 
2Oo~--~° { ((~ + ])Oo) - ~4(n-])Oo) + 
udnOo)ue(nOo) } + e~ [~((n  + ~)0o) -~( (n -1)0o) ]  = ~F~(,mo)u~(nOo) 
and the transmission law 
xd(n  + ~)0o) - xd(n -  ~)0o) = 20oUdn0o) •
The univocMly determined solutions in the points T----nTo of the different 
equations considered give the so-cMled macroscopicM motion of the electron. 
To this motion an arbitrary internal motion, which gives the behaviour of 
u~(T) and x~(T) in the interior of any elementary interval of time (n- -1) .  
• To < T < nTo, may be superposed. This possibility seems particularly attractive 
because it may allow the description of families of particles the members of 
which differ in intrinsic characteristics such as mass~ magnetic momen% etc. 
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• R IASSUNTO 
Si d iscute una  teor ia classica de l l 'e let t rone proposta  qualche anne  f~ dn uno degli autor i  
e basata  su equazioni  alle differenze finite, cons iderando i t re  casi possibi l i :  e let t rone 
i r ragg isnte ,  e let t rone sssorbente,  e let t rone n~ i r ragg iante  nb sssorbente.  In  psr t ieo ls re  
si r icons iderano,  a t t raverso  un 'ans l i s i  cr t ica, le cosidette <( leggi di t rasmiss ione >> neees- 
ssr ie per  determinate ,  un i tamente  al]e equazioni  d inamiche,  i l  mote  di una  part ice l ls  
cur ics in cor r i spondenzs  di determinat i  va lor i  iniz ial i  del la posizione e della ve]ocit/~. 
Si d iscutono poi ps r t i co la regg ia tsmente ,  nel la  sppross imazione non  relat iv ist ica,  le 
carat ter i s t i che  general i  del mote  unid imensionale .  Si t rova,  in part ico lare,  che nel case 
del l 'e let t rone i r r~ggiante la posizione del ls  part ice] la tende  ss in to t iesmente  sun  punto  
di equi l ibr io staloile. Ls  presente  teor i s  b per tanto  esente dal fenomeno non  fisico delle 
cos iddette (~runaway solut ions )>. Quest i  r i su l tat i  general i  si i l lustrano s tud isndo  il 
mote  di una  part ice l la  sotto l 'az ione di una  forza elast ica di r ich iamo e di una  forzs 
ehe d ipende dal  solo tempo.  
~acca~ecgaa  TeopH~ a~eKTpoHa. 
Pe3ioMe (*). - -  O6cy~aeTc~t  rnaccnnecra~t  Teoprig 3nerTpoHa, npe~JIo~rerIHa~t O~HHM 
Ha aBTOpOa HeCKOnbXO neT naaa~ n OCHOBaHHa~ Ha ypaBHeun~x B roneqH~IX paaHOCTHX. 
PacCMaTpBa~OTC~ TpH BO3MO)KHBIX cnyqaa:  naayqa~omnfi  3neKTpOH, nornomam~f i  3ner-  
TpOH /4 He r to rnomammn~ - -  ne Hanyaamnln~ 3$1eKTpOH, B HaCTHOCTH, 3aHOBO pac-  
CMaTpHBaIOTC~I TaK Ha3BIBaeMBIe 3aI~OHBI npoxo~eHH~I ,  Heo6xo~HMbIe BMecTe C ~HHa- 
MHtleCIKHMH ypaBHeHnflMH ~n~t onpe~enenna ~BHmenHn 3apfl~KenHofi qaCTHHBI, KOTOpOe 
COOTBeTCTByeT 3a~aHHbIM IIaHaYlbHBIM 3Ha~IeIIH~IM I~oop~HHaT H cKopocTII.  I Io~po6Ho 
o~cy~aIOTC/ I  O61]~He xapaKTepHCTHKH O~HOMepHoro ~BH~KelIH~I B HepeJIIITHBHCTCI(OM 
IIpH6nH~KeHHH. I Iony~eHo, x/TO B cay~ae nany~ammero  3neKTpOHa nonomeHne qacTn~Br 
cTpeMIITC~I aCHMIITOTHqecKH K TOqKe yCTOITI~IHBOrO paBHOBeCn~. TaKHM o~pa3OM, 
npe~no~renHaH TeopHg CBO60~Ha OT tte(~rI3/4~lecKoro ~[BneH~I~I 6/~ICTpO acTy~nx pe- 
meani~. O6m~e pe3yJlbTaTI~I HYlJIIOCTpHpyIoTC~I na  HpnMepe ~BH~KeHH~I qaCTHID, I IIO~ 
~efiCTBHeM Bo3BpaI~alolsefi  yrlpyrofi  CHJ]BI H no~ ~e£tCTBHeM CHY/, 3aBHc~IKI~X OT 
BpeMeHH. 
(*) 1-fepeaeJexo pec)aKque~. 
